Homecoming events bring out alumni, entrepreneurs
By BREI PAPPER
Everyone was looking to make a buck. With the University on the verge of a $50 million publicity campaign, students, faculty and staff were aware of the importance of their school's image, and the need to promote the University to the world outside.

The University community has been involved in a long-term effort to address the pressing issues of the day. While some may view these efforts as a distraction from the more pressing issues of the day, others believe that the University has a responsibility to be a leader in the community.

The University Administration has been active in addressing these issues, and has made significant progress in recent years. The University has made significant investments in research and development, and has been successful in attracting funding from a variety of sources.

The University has also been active in promoting its image, and has engaged in a number of marketing campaigns in recent years. These efforts have been successful in raising the University's profile, and have helped to attract new students and donors.
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of California. In 1983, he criticized
the Lawrence-Livermore National
Laboratories, a government-funded
organization that conducts research
to develop strategic arms.

Verifications of disarmament will be a
central issue in any arms control
negotiations, Woodruff said, noting
that the critical challenge is to
establish "fundamentally verifiable
provisions." He emphasized that
verification must be a "gift of God" but
it can also be extremely dangerous.

Free As a Bird

The Penn Quaker lets loose during Saturday's football game at Franklin Field. Maybe (sort
of) wasn't all that swept up by the ground crew.

Play centers on the death penalty

By JENNI LIBIN

Penn Students: the 20th Century is a
casting dream coming around as
the first months of Everitt White's newly-revised electric
cage chair and the subsequent questions about
deadly capital punishment. In a press release
last Thursday night, the American Center
and Philadelphia Festival Theatre for New
Plays collaboration, successfully
developed in the recurring theme that
"theatre is an art form that is
designed to be a gift of God" but it can also be
desirous of being deadly.

The performances were
all strong, that Weber
does not fear death, but

doubt that what is the
deadly nature of life. The
plot is set in the thrills of
the 20th Century as capital
punishment. At the time of the death
sentence, the patient's mind
is worshipped with the statement
of what is the meaning of death. Playwright
Christopher Davis quickly makes it clear that he views the real
issue to be the morality of the death
penalty. Davis stresses the
power of capital punishment.

Overall, the performances rendered
that Weber does not fear death, but
the method by which he will die the
knew the fate of electricity, and to
the audience to their seats. And
"theatre is an art form that is
designed to be a gift of God" but it can also be
desirous of being deadly.

The performances were
all strong, that Weber
does not fear death, but
FOCUS, from page 1

A CAMPUS DIVIDED

English Professor Houston Baker, left, rallies at a Black Student League vigil in 1985 as more than 300 students, above, hand out together on President Hackney's lawn. Right, William Goode, Jr., and Joe Jackson protest at a rally at College Green in June 1987 to demand a black resource center.

FOCUS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-86

Some 500 black students from South Africa. Black and white protesters, England College Hall for three weeks, occupied President Sheldon Hackney's office for a large protest on his lawn, and staged regular protests against apartheid.

In June 1987, the Board of Trustees voted to demand a black resource center, which is expected to open in January.

In the fall of 1987, President Hackney reversed himself and approved the creation of a Black Resource Center, which is expected to open in January.

In this issue, President Hackney reversed himself and approved the creation of a Black Resource Center, which is expected to open in January.
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**Attrition forum addresses issues confronting black students**

**R. LAUREN SHULMAN**

Two Israeli citizens who have publicly denounced their government’s handling of the Palestinian conflict will speak this week at the University of Pennsylvania. They will participate in the forum on the national university’s campus.

The two speakers, one a journalist and the other an archeologist, have founded a group called "Jerusalem loyalists." The group is seeking to establish a center in Jerusalem to which students and others can turn for help in verifying evidence of the alleged massacre of Palestinians.

The forum is scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 27, at 2 p.m. in the auditorium of the Social Sciences Building.

**N. JENNIFER PUBLICK**

"You can’t win them all," says Oliver, a senior at the University of Pennsylvania. "But you can be positive about the experience."

The forum is scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 27, at 2 p.m. in the auditorium of the Social Sciences Building.

**Israeli journalist, army captain address concerns about the Palestinian conflict**

**N. JENNIFER PUBLICK**

Two Israeli citizens who have publicly denounced their government’s handling of the Palestinian conflict will speak this week at the University of Pennsylvania. They will participate in the forum on the national university’s campus.

The two speakers, one a journalist and the other an archeologist, have founded a group called "Jerusalem loyalists." The group is seeking to establish a center in Jerusalem to which students and others can turn for help in verifying evidence of the alleged massacre of Palestinians.

The forum is scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 27, at 2 p.m. in the auditorium of the Social Sciences Building.

**N. JENNIFER PUBLICK**

"You can’t win them all," says Oliver, a senior at the University of Pennsylvania. "But you can be positive about the experience."
The University of Pennsylvania, which had to lay off workers last winter over security and the alcohol policy. Presi- dent Sheldon Hackney assured the assembly that the administration is mak- ing efforts to solve the growing demand for space on campus, a problem which the new alcohol policy has caused on campus, a problem which he described as merely     "There has to be some com-promise between a university try- ing to stop a trend and an ad- visory to students who want to party from the top and the respon- sibilities of the world after college.

There are a lot of fears and a lot of expectations," said College

The Trustees also discussed the hospital's need to expand facilities in the science and engineering areas. A report released to the press called for the construc- tion of new buildings in the east and west ends of campus over the next five years to solve the growing need. In the future, an assistant surgeon and a civilian surgeon will be assigned to the hospital, a change which Mr. Cribbins described as a "top priority for us and a worrisome problem." Hackney joked about the fear that the new alcohol policy has caused on campus, a problem which he described as merely expected. "I don't know whether to feel good or bad about the fact that Mr. Gorges has the same problem with alcohol policy," Hackney said, adding that a reference to the T-shirts sold by the United Minorities Council vice chairman. "There is a lot of fear and a lot of expectations," said College

Drexel Burnham Lambert
Sponsoring America's Future

The Systems Group provides total analytical support to Drexel's Corporate Finance Department. Systems Analysts assist other professionals in the creation of financial models, develop software for proprietary data maintenance and analysis, and plan for expansion and enhancement of this position. This requires a background in IBM PC-based microcomputer as well as finance, accounting, or economics.

Interested students are encouraged to review the job description and annual report available in the Career Planning and Placement Office and prescreen the week before this event. Drexel Burnham Lambert,...
A four-year back I was an avid — if not quite active — student activist. Advocating divestment was the un- derstand stand to take. We recognized racist from the previous struggles of many other worlds and causes. We policies had a world away. Discus- 

sion and debate are the most import- 

ant things you can do, and the most we can do in our society.

But even though we eventually achieved our goal of divest- 

ment, it was fundamentally misguided. It was a white- 

power struggle, and the white participants were unwilling to see or accept the needs of black students. We failed to come to Penn from many different 

backgrounds: African American, Asian American, Hispanic American, and Native American. We did not see the need for us to come together and educate ourselves about each other. But the sad 

truth is that the racism and the unconscious conditions that exist halfway around the globe also exist here.

Just as some students fail courses, so do some instructors fail to behave justly and intelligently towards certain members of the class.

stso much as people call "savage" 

"inmates of a fine and K's" and is 

a view of the social nature of 

the Penn and society, would we 

be able to witness the universality 

of discrimination. I think so.

In essence, if this entire University community draws into 

its own tentacles to discuss the 

issue of "savage" and "normal 

inmates", the community is 

to discuss the universality of 

discrimination. I think so.

Therefore, the entire Penn com- 

munity must express its over- 

whelming support of mandatory 

racial sensitivity workshops in 

all departments and schools. In the long view, these 

racial sensitivity workshops would play an integral role in 

the development of an environment in which both faculty and students alike 

would share a generous apprecia- 

tions and respect for the individual 

unique qualities of one another.

Teaching Our Professors

By Erik Williams

Writing in 1988, the Romance Languages Department of the University of Pennsylvania officially implemented mandatory racial sensitivity workshops. Last semester, in a March 15 meeting with Stephen Nichols, the department chairman, I requested the formation of these workshops for faculty members in the Romance Languages Department. This request stemmed from several incidents of harassment committed by both students and faculty. One such incident was handled by an instructor in the Spanish Department. I am not at liberty to discuss 

the details of the incidents at this time. Suffice it to say that these racial sensitivity workshops mark a 

first step in the department's ef- 

fort to meet the University's policy on racial 

sensitivity.

Non-black prisoners are rarely 

caught in an illegal choke hold. They 

stood their ground. At this point, the 

non-black prisoners were exercising their democratic 

right to protest. As soon as the arrest was known, 

they were beaten several times. Halter 

emerged with his wrists swollen and 

his face bloodied.

As soon as the arrest was known, 

they were beaten several times. Halter 

emerged with his wrists swollen and 

his face bloodied.

"When the University's policy on racial 

sensitivity was officially implemented in 1988, I was 

just as students fail courses, so do some 

instructors fail to behave justly and intelligently 

towards certain members of the class."

"If Penn students were to ever reach their lofty ideals, then it must re- 

sume to understand the differences 

that these crimes are not only the 

forms of discrimination.

Apartheid — Here and There

They were approached by two policemen and three guards who told them they could not continue their organizing activity.

The two men cited their democratic 

rights to conduct their gathering and 

stood their ground. At this point, the 

police handcuffed Halter and 

Moses. The two men were exercising their democratic 

right to protest. As soon as the arrest was known, 

they were beaten several times. Halter 

emerged with his wrists swollen and 

his face bloodied.
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Letters to the Editor

Resume Lies

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter out of anger and frustration. This concern, I see as the process of trying to convince recruiters that I am the right person for their company. After 3 years of hard work and turmoil, I must physically put my entire persona into one piece of paper called a resume. Although I am sure this is the case for many people, it is not always the case. It is unacceptable to me that companies never request a transcript of a resume. If they did, I know they would be amazed at how many dual degree and GPA majors don’t actually exist. It is also known that the Career Planning and Placement Office actively assumes that everyone is relatively honest. It is unacceptable to me that this is the current process. However, it should be standard practice to review the resumes of those individuals who receive near-majors. It is my desire to see that all resumes be reviewed, as a matter of principle. This raises the issue that arises from the resume, i.e., the issue I would like to address — the issue of falsifying a resume, i.e., the issue of checking my free time. This raises the issue of the resumes I have done at Penn and during the last 3 years of my life. I have met many Penn officials who have shown concern and asked questions. Let us not condemn them, but ask them for their opinions. And while we wait for their reply we can ask ourselves, “What can I do to stem the evil tide of homelessness? How may I help those who are stuck on the street?”

AN INVITATION

TO: Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical and Bio Engineering Students

DATE: December 6, 1988

PURPOSE: To explore challenging opportunities with W.L. Gore and Associates, Inc.

RSVP: The Placement Office, where additional information on our company is available.

A W.L. Gore and Associates, Inc., “one of the hundred best companies to work for in America,” offers a unique opportunity for every ArtCarved college-

Maybe Your Future Should Be Different From Your Major.

Position available: Corporate Analyst.

Criteria: Willingness to work long hours alongside senior members of our firm. All majors are eligible.

For more information: Attend a presentation tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Room 350 Steinberg-Dietrich Hall. A reception will follow.

Save up to $60 on Gold Rings!

NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE YOUR CHOICE! Because every ArtCarved college-

PREPARE WITH THE BEST

EDUCATION CENTER

PREPARE WITH THE BEST

EDUCATION CENTER

PREPARE WITH THE BEST

EDUCATION CENTER
Democrats accuse GOP of injecting racism into presidential campaign

WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole earned a scolding from Maryland's Democratic senator, Joseph S. Lieberman, for accusing rival Michael Dukakis of injecting racism into the presidential campaign by pounding the Horton case, which involves a black convicted murderer accused of stabbing a white Maryland man.

"You made an ignorant statement," Dole said.

"I think there is, and that's unfortunate, and I just don't want to respond to that," Lieberman said.

In a May interview, Dole advised Fox News that the Bush campaign was preparing to "play the Willie Horton card," a reference to the 1988 murder trial of a black convicted murderer accused of stabbing a white Maryland man, and that President George Bush is "very interested in doing it." Dole's comments were widely condemned as racist.

But Bush campaign spokesman Mark Goodin said that for Dole to make such a statement was "unethical and un-American." Goodin said that Dole should "take action to maximize shareholder value of the company," and that Bush is "not going to respond to that."
Off the Wire

Hurricane Joan kills 50, leaves thousands homeless

Six-day tropical storm moves on to Pacific

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Hurri- cane Joan, which first struck in the United States and left 300,000 homeless in its wake, then moved on to Nicaragua and left 300,000 homeless in its wake. The storm left another 21 people missing. Joan slowly weakened into a hurricane, it was given a new name in the Pacific. No longer an Atlantic storm, it met a similar fate in the Pacific, leaving a trial of death and destruction in its wake.

The Princeton Review can make the experience a lot easier for you. If we don’t hear from you, well, good luck.

SENIORS!!!

Portraits for The Record your yearbook, are being taken now in Houston Hall.

Call now to set up an appointment: Mon - Fri, 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM and 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM at (518) 617-2098.

Don’t miss out!

MEN’S J.V. BASKETBALL

A joint organizational meeting for players and parents for J.V. Basketball will be held on Monday, October 10th at 6:30 PM in Gimbel Gymnasium.

SUNY ESACU PLAYS OFFICE POSSIBLE LOCATION: Houston Hall

JOIN THE DP CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING STAFF

Learn about sales and marketing firsthand by working with the Daily Pennsylvania’s fast-growing classified section.

CALL ROBIN AT 856-5181

State Island community faces racial tensions

NEW YORK — The death of a truck-teener on a State Island street has forced strokers of a working-class neighborhood in New York’s white borough to question the signs of an escalating white attack on the African-American community.

The blacks told police that several white men got out of their car and pushed an 11-year-old black to the ground. At one point, a white man allegedly jumped out of a car and punched the boy in the stomach while asking him about his friends.

That explanation has not satisfied everyone. State Island community faces racial tensions.

ITALIAN POLICE SAY AN ITALIAN MAN WHO HAS BEEN LINKED TO AN INTERNAL AFFAIR IS THE SUSPECTED MURDERER OF A LEbanese woman who was arrested in Milan.

She was released after she was questioned by police after they found photos and a letter from a hostage in Milan. The third photograph originally was to receive them, they reported.

It was believed to be of hostage Thomas Tyus, 17, was killed by a white man who had been reported.

Meanwhile, residents and political leaders rushed to defend Staten Island and the neighborhood of Rosebank from comparisons to Howard Beach. Borough President Ralph Lamberti. “Do we have a racist borough,” he said.

But that should not characterize our borough as a whole, he said.

The FBI will gather information to determine whether a grand jury investigation into possible civil rights violations is warranted.

Homicide and political leaders rushed to defend Staten Island and the neighborhood of Rosebank from comparisons to Howard Beach.

We are not characterized by global" he said. Staten Island Borough President Lamberti. "Do we have a racist problem? The answer is no."

kinko’s

Open 24 hours.

3923 Walnut St. 386-5679
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Call now to set up an appointment: Mon - Fri, 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM and 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM at (215) 638-0909.

Don’t miss out!

MEN’S J.V. BASKETBALL

A joint organizational meeting for players and parents for J.V. Basketball will be held on Monday, October 10th at 6:30 PM in Gimbel Gymnasium.

SUNY ESACU PLAYS OFFICE POSSIBLE LOCATION: Houston Hall

JOIN THE DP CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING STAFF

Learn about sales and marketing firsthand by working with the Daily Pennsylvania’s fast-growing classified section.

CALL ROBIN AT 856-5181

BEFORE YOU CAN GO TO GRAD SCHOOL, THERE’S ONE MORE RIDICULOUS TEST.

The GRE. The GMAT. The LSAT. Chances are, you’ll have to face one of these to get into grad school. The Princeton Review can make the experience a lot more bearable. Not to mention rewarding.

We teach you the skills necessary to conquer these tests.

Unlike other “prep course, we feature small classes and personalized instruction. Even individual help. Our results are irrefutable. If you want to know more, just call us at 215-925-2007.

The PRINCETON REVIEW

The nemesis of standardized testing.

IT'S 3 € ON. Your favorite B movie is over. You suddeily realize you still need those reports copied for 8 A.M. meeting. Don’t panic—just go to Kinko’s. We’re open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Now those rush jobs will be handled as easily as picking up your remote control.

kinko’s

Open 24 hours.

3923 Walnut St. 386-5679

SEE THE LATE, LATE SHOW

It’s 5:00. Your favorite B movie is over. You suddenly realize you still need those reports copied for 8 A.M. meeting. Don’t panic—just go to Kinko’s. We’re open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Now those rush jobs will be handled as easily as picking up your remote control.

kinko’s

Open 24 hours.

3923 Walnut St. 386-5679

SEE THE LATE, LATE SHOW

It’s 5:00. Your favorite B movie is over. You suddenly realize you still need those reports copied for 8 A.M. meeting. Don’t panic—just go to Kinko’s. We’re open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Now those rush jobs will be handled as easily as picking up your remote control.
FOOTBALL

Yardage Per Return

Interceptions

INT RETURN YDS

Yardage Per Return

Kickoff Returns

KICKOFF RETURN YDS

Punt Returns

Punts

TEAM STATISTICS

PASSING YDS

RUSHING YDS

Y-Valtes

Punt Returner: Steve Hooper has trouble holding onto the ball.

Meyer supports defense

MEYER, from page 14

Penn's Steve Hooper.

Penn returner Steve Hooper has trouble holding onto the ball.

Field Hockey downes Yale
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Field Hockey downes Yale
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Field hockey in the Big Red's second year.

There's no need to feel left out if you can't make it to the game in person.
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Soccer slides to scoreless tie with Yale

Conditions debilitate both sides

By TIFFANY SPARKS

"Rain, rain go away. Come again another day."

Even if the Penn soccer team couldn't chant the old sing 'em while they were all blue in the face, the green thunder was in the sky. With the rain falling, the ball wasn't satisfied with just rain - it was going to be a downpour. So the Quakers could have chanted, "Rain, rain is here to stay; guess we won't be playing soccer today."

At least it would have been more appropriate.

Penn tied Yale Friday night on Franklin Field, in a game that a soccer game was played. Something else was.

"It wasn't a game, it was survival," Penn head coach Steve Baumann explained. "It's not a competitive situation. Soccer is a game you can expect to have success in those conditions.""At first I thought it would be fine," he recounted. "But within the first 15 seconds, as I went to make a cut and get the ball out of bounds, my feet went out from under me and presto — Slip-e-Slide when the ball wasn't even there.

"At first I thought it would be fine," he recounted. "But within the first 15 seconds, as I went to make a cut and get the ball out of bounds, my feet went out from under me and presto — Slip-e-Slide when the ball wasn't even there.

"At first I thought it would be fine," he recounted. "But within the first 15 seconds, as I went to make a cut and get the ball out of bounds, my feet went out from under me and presto — Slip-e-Slide when the ball wasn't even there."

So the Quakers could have chanted, "Rain, rain go away. Come again another day."

Penn sophomore forward Mike Constantino (left) wades past a Yale defender in Friday's scoreless tie at Franklin Field in wet conditions.

By MIKE FINKEL

Friday evening at Franklin Field, a freak of nature toyed with the Turf. In the two overtime periods, neither Penn (4-4-0 overall. 2-0-0 Ivy League) were most certainly forced to change their aggressive, quick gameplan. You couldn't control the game. You couldn't do much at all.

For some moments during the lack of play, there seemed to be a chance or two to score, but The Turf always came up with the big play if the goalkeeper couldn't even move in time to make a stop. Midway through the opening half, for example, Penn attack Eddie Hull charged down the left sideline and slid a shot into the goal, the ball slowed in the puddles which hindered Penn's shots on goal. However, a large puddle in the center of the field was progressing," Baumann said. "I don't think our defense made a mistake," Hull added. ""We put Kenny up front because (the Elis) had a man behind the goal trying to stop the ball. You couldn't do much at all.""

Penn sophomore forward Mike Constantino (left) wades past a Yale defender in Friday's scoreless tie at Franklin Field in wet conditions.

The Corporate Finance Department of

Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co. Incorporated

invites interested members of

The Class of 1989

to discuss investment banking and our Financial Analyst Program

Wednesday, October 26, 1988
7:00 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall
Room 217

Please see RAIN, page 10

EXCITING AND CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITY for	
BRIGHT AND DISTINGUISHED STUDENTS
who apply to attend our academic programs:

• Solve real world problems
• Make an impact on future world events
• Produce future business leaders and teachers

Visit with our preeminent Wharton Marketing faculty to discuss exciting and rewarding careers in Research in Marketing

Tuesday, November 1, 1988
4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Room 209 SH-DH

• A Marketing Ph.D. pursues an academic research career using skills in:
  Psychology
  Marketing
  Economics
  Sociology
  Applied Mathematics

• Current demand for Ph.D.'s in Marketing for excellence in supply of graduates

• Discuss career paths and opportunities, in addition to requirements for admission and graduation.

Applicants to Wharton Marketing Ph.D. program may be accepted at completion of Undergraduate or Masters degree.

On the Sidelines

'Slide. And the players slipped and slid, often trying slide marks for 10 or 20 feet in their wake. By game's end, Franklin Field looked like a gigantic Slip-n-Slide board. The marks proved that sooner or later, someone would slip.

The action in Friday's game against Yale (5-0-2) progressed at the pace of an overgrown slug. The ball simply could not move, and scoring was out of the question as the two teams played for 110 minutes without a goal.

For some moments during the lack of play, there seemed to be a chance or two to score, but The Turf always came up with the big play if the goalkeeper couldn't even move in time to make a stop. Midway through the opening half, for example, Penn attack Eddie Hull charged down the left sideline and slid a shot into the goal, the ball slowed in the puddles which hindered Penn's shots on goal. However, a large puddle in the center of the field was progressing," Baumann said. "I don't think our defense made a mistake," Hull added. ""We put Kenny up front because (the Elis) had a man behind the goal trying to stop the ball. You couldn't do much at all.""

"At first I thought it would be fine," he recounted. "But within the first 15 seconds, as I went to make a cut and get the ball out of bounds, my feet went out from under me and presto — Slip-e-Slide when the ball wasn't even there."

So the Quakers could have chanted, "Rain, rain go away. Come again another day."

Penn sophomore forward Mike Constantino (left) wades past a Yale defender in Friday's scoreless tie at Franklin Field in wet conditions.
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O'Connor & Associates
A HIGH-TECH MIX OF TRADING HOUSE AND RESEARCH LAB
INVITES ALL STUDENTS TO ATTEND OUR
PRESENTATION & RECEPTION

UNIQUE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in OPTIONS TRADING

Wednesday, October 26, 1988, at 4:00 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall, Room 351

A private partnership, O'Connor is the leader in the options and futures marketplace. We are recognized as a pioneer in the application of sophisticated analytical techniques for valuing and trading derivative securities. We trade, for our own account, a growing list of financial products in domestic and international markets. Currently, we trade options and the underlying securities in the equity, index, currency, bond, metal, and energy markets. Our activities also include index arbitrage, convertible securities trading, and special situations arbitrage.

Our excellence as a trading firm relies heavily on the interaction among our Trading, Systems, Quantitative and Fundamental Research groups. Their interdependence enables O'Connor & Associates to excel in accurate theoretical valuation and in the practical application of that theory in the marketplace.

O'Connor's intense, fast-paced, and innovative trading environment provides talented individuals with the opportunity to shape their own future. We seek exceptional individuals with quantitative, analytical, and problem-solving abilities to join our team.

Meet us and learn more!

For more information contact:
O'Connor & Associates
College Relations & Recruiting
141 W. Jackson Blvd., 7th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604

Equal Opportunity Employer

Bain & Company, Inc.
Management Consultants
cordially invites

The University of Pennsylvania
Classes of 1989 & 1990

to a presentation and reception on

Associate Consultant Career Opportunities

and Internships in

Corporate Strategy Consulting

- Boston
- San Francisco
- London
- Paris
- Munich
- Tokyo

Tuesday, October 25, 1988
350 Steinberg Dietrich
7:30 PM
New York - Tim Raines passed another "milestone" free agency record by agreeing to a three-year, $2 million contract with the Montreal Expos. Bar many other players about to begin collective bargaining, Raines will be eligible - Age 38 - Aubrey Houston, seventh of the Game.

The Major League Baseball Players Association's third baseman, George Neonico to give players involved in the negotiations another chance at free agency, Donald Fehr, executive director of the union, said yesterday that he had expected "normal" negotiations to remain the key theme of the talks. Neonico, however, also noted that the steps players who have not had a chance in almost four years since the 1987-88 negotiations would be expected. Off the 70 free agents that, 71 want the requirements.


Raines, one of the few free agents who switched teams "but had their opportunity limited because of the "contract", would be eligible to the requirements. Among those in that group in addition to Flowers and Raymond the owner's Player Relations Committee taught to the talks yesterday, the "new look"

Four days later, the owner's Player Relations Committee taught to the talks yesterday, the "new look"
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Quakers’ defense averts return of last year’s loss

By William Brown

This was not a game for the faint of heart. The Quakers, at 28-279 at Franklin Field won a wild and complete contest, three blocked punts and 10 penalties, 3-0 victory over Yale. Penn head coach Nicky Hitchens said the team played well and that he was pleased.

The Quakers not the least of which was their 1-0 shutout in their key game and mening of change.

The Elis’ defense isn’t really helping her, in that she’s playing so well. Save after save keeps her team in the game. 39-10, and has yet to notch an Ivy victory.

The talented goalie has aspirations of being a future goalie on the national team. She has been invited to all the National Team trials, where she has learned the game of hockey goaltending: very aggressive and that the keepers in the U.S. are not as aggressive as players in other countries.

The benefits of playing on the international level have been great improvements in her game. As a member of the U.S. Reserve Team, she has learned all the National Team techniques and has been invited to all the National Team trials.

"I believe I had this in me," Meyer said. "At the beginning of the season, I was so happy and thought I was ready to make the step up. But when I moved up to the next level, I began to doubt myself. But Dan Bauer left the game. Meyer suddenly regained the confidence that had eluded him for two years.

"I haven’t been out there for awhile," Meyer said. "I haven’t had a great deal of experience and maturity," Sage added. "You’re controlling the game but you’ve got to do it right to the last second."

The Quakers have outscored their opponents. 24-1 in the second half, and have scored only seven goals in the first halves. Thus, when the game ended with a 10-9 victory, in a season change, "The team possesed.

"We were creating scoring opportunities," Penn head coach Anne Sage said. "Big improvement after Penn blocked the field goal attempt and that was just the beginning. The team possesed.
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"The game was yet another xerox copy of Penn’s storybook season. Once again, the scoreboard indicated a tight match. Once again, that was not the case. Penn only had to recall its previous dominance. The Quakers are the best team in the U.S. and have the experience and maturity to handle any challenge."
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But with the amount of saves she made, 20-21, and the amount of goals she allowed, 10-21, it’s definitely worth it.
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